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Vision

A Society where People
Value and Enjoy Socio
Economic and Gender

INNOVATION

TEAMWORK

Mission

IST strives to develop
the capacity of women
and youth to champion

and learning through capacity building,

INTEGRITY

EQUALITY

Goal

To Support People to Take

PROFESSIONALISM
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THE EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

Dear Partners,
You are welcome to this edition of the Newsletter! I hope you are
staying safe amidst the COVID 19 wave!
In this edition, we bring you the different experiences of market
women, how they have managed to cope with the new normal and
the overall business environment. Whereas some have made losses,
there are a few who have discovered new ways of making money.
During the Lockdown, the Institute for Social Transformation reached
out to different markets in Central and Eastern Uganda with relief
items. We share more in this Newsletter!
Have you imagined what it was like to work during the lockdown with
the ban on both public and private transport? Our staff who was on
ground shares her experience!
And finally, for partners and friends in Uganda, the Market Garden
App has been operating! Market women are able to sell their goods
online using the App. Download the Market Garden App today, place
your fresh food and groceries order and let us deliver at your doorstep!
We thank all our partners for their relentless support throughout this
period as we continue to advocate and work towards better working
conditions and Livelihoods for market women!

Rita Atukwasa
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“WE HEAR YOU AND WE’LL
ALWAYS BE THERE FOR YOU,”
IST TO MARKET WOMEN

IST Communications Team handing over items to
Nakawa market Chairperson Mr. Charles Okuni
and the treasurer Ms Ruth

Institute for Social Transformation
with support from partners reaches
out to market women in Eastern
and Central Uganda with COVID 19
emergency supplies!

For some women, sleeping in the market was not new
as they have, on several occasions slept in the market
waiting for produce and merchandise from farmers in
villages which normally arrive in the wee hours of the
night (2am on wards). However, the prolonged period
of sleeping in the market also wore them out in the
long run.

In March 2020, the President announced directives to
curb the spread of corona virus in Uganda. In his
address he said, “Food markets will remain open
because this is an essential service. Market vendors
and other essential workers will be required to sleep in
their workplaces because we do not want them to take
the virus to their homes.” This meant that market
women were categorized as essential workers. This was
not just a test of the contribution and resilience of the
market women but also a test to how prepared the
market and government authorities were to
accommodate people sleeping in the market.

Without prior preparation, the market women
transformed their market stalls into beds! The women
had to look for ways of taking proper showers in
markets which do not have enough toilets! As a result,
most of the women always waited for dusk to ﬁnd a
place to take a quick shower. While speaking to Joan
Misanya from Nakawa Market, she challenged me
asking, “Have you ever imagined what it is like to
shower while looking over your shoulder and under
your feet because you have fear of the unknown? You
do not know whether a snake or a man will come out of
the bush which you have turned into a bathroom!”
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It is high time interventions
began looking at creation of
value addition for products,
alternative skilling so that
women are able to engage in
alternative income generating
activities while on their stalls
like craft making.
Above all, the pandemic
highlights the importance of
looking ahead to women’s roles
in recovery measures, and to
the
innovative
use
of
technology to problem-solve.
According to the Chairperson of Nakawa, Mr.
Charles Okuni, over 200 market women were
sleeping in Nakawa market by 10th May 2020. This
prompted Institute for Social Transformation to
reach out to the markets with emergency relief
items. The items included; sanitary pads, blankets,
mosquito repellants, drinking water, sanitizers,
hand wash water tanks and hand washing soap to
the 6 markets of Nakawa, Ntinda, Kalerwe
Bivamuntuuyo and Freedom, Iganga Central and
Busia main markets in Kampala, Iganga and Busia
Districts respectively.
Although the emergency supplies helped the
market women to cope with the new normal that
was imposed on them just like everyone else, the
pandemic has revealed that the government and
civil society players need to intensify and be
deliberate about helping women in the informal
sector recover from the eﬀects of COVID 19 on
their businesses and livelihoods. There is need for
mitigation strategies that speciﬁcally target both
the economic impact of COVID-19 on women and To that end, the Institute for Social Transformation
these strategies should support and build the developed the Market Garden App, an online sales
women’s resilience.
platform which enables market women to sell their
products online. The App can be downloaded from
For women in markets, interventions could include Google Play Store and is currently available in the
an economic stimulus package for market women markets of Kalerwe, Nakawa and Ntinda. Over 200
who have made unimaginable losses during the women have been enrolled on the App which has
pandemic with some of them being eliminated over 200 fresh food products.
from the market.
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We are Stronger Together
“My name is Joan Misanya and I sell tomatoes,
avocado and yellow bananas in Nakawa market. Life
has thrown so many things at us but this COVID 19
situation has been a whole diﬀerent thing. When the
president asked us to sleep in the market, I thought it
was impossible. In fact, I stayed home for the ﬁrst two
days. Then I heard that my colleagues were sleeping in
the market and that is when I made the hard decision;
I packed a bag and matched to the market painfully. As
the saying goes,

tough times
do not last
but tough
people do.”
Because I know that any time we're faced with
diﬃculty in our lives, it’s an opportunity to make
ourselves stronger.
I have been sleeping in the market for almost 2
months now. I cannot say that sleeping in the market
is easy because it is not! We could not move our beds
from our homes to the market. We arranged
temporary beddings. Mine is a stall by day and it
changes to a bed by night. No sooner had the lock
down started than the night rain started too.

It was so cold at night; one could barely sleep.
Mosquitoes were competing to bite us at each and
every chance they got. We have been buying a litre of
warm drinking water at 1000/= a bottle not to mention
the inability to take a proper shower due to absence of
bathrooms.
One afternoon, the Chairperson for women in the
market alerted us that IST was bringing us certain
“gifts.” The team arrived as anticipated with so many
things in a truck which included drinking water, pads,
sanitizers, liquid soap and so much more.
We could not contain the excitement. Whereas we
were trying to keep the social distance guidelines in the
market, we could not stop waving and smiling at the
team that came to the market.
Led by the Chairperson for women, Ms Catherine
Nanzige, we proceeded to carry our gifts to Mr Okuni’s
Oﬃce – The Chairperson of Nakawa Market where they
were disseminated from. While in the oﬃce, we had a
chance to share with the team our gratefulness.
Indeed, IST is the friend who knows you both in good
and bad times.
I received a blanket, drinking water, pads, sanitizer and
a mosquito repellant.
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I am very grateful because I have been able to
defeat the coldness at night. When I am going
to bed, I smear the repellant on my body then
I go to sleep. My sleep patterns have
improved as I can sleep from 9am – 6am in
the morning sometimes. I have been drinking
safe packed water. Who knew that we would
be drinking processed water in these hard
times?
I am grateful to IST for all the eﬀorts they
have put in to make the lives of market
women better. God should protect them and
reward them abundantly

Joan receives her relief items from the Chairperson of Nakawa,
Mr. Charles Okuni and Patience Kemigisha, the Communications
Oﬃcer at IST

Norah Baguma, Chairperson
for Women, Nakawa Market

My plan is to
diversify and
sell other
fresh
products
"Before COVID 19,

i was selling 200-300 bunches of yellow bananas to schools, hotels, restaurants and some oﬃces. Currently i sell
only 20-30 bunches a week because most of my consumers' businesses were closed. Most of my stock ends up
rotting sometimes due to absence of customers. My plan is to diversify and sell other fresh products like
tomatoes which can be consumed by households daily to generate more income.”
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Catherine Nanzige, Executive
Member Nakawa Market
“COVID 19

has given me an opportunity to diversify. I
used to sell mukene, tomatoes and
saucepans. However, when i began using the
Market Garden App, i noticed the items that
were being requested for by most of the
customers and i added them to my stall. I
have been using my smartphone to advertise
my business. I get orders from friends on
Facebook, WhatsApp and the Market Garden
App. My business has improved because i
make up to UGX600,000 from just orders in a
day. I encourage other market women to
embrace the new ways of working like using
technology for business."

1 Catherine on her stall before COVID 19. She was dealing in only
tomatoes, mukene and other household items like saucepans
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Susan Tafumba Nakawa Market

Susan shares that she has been sleeping in the market
since the lock down started, “I have been sleeping in
the market since they banned public transport. My
young sister is helping to take care of my children and
we only speak on phone. I could not even go home to
celebrate Easter with my family because I can not walk
to Mbalwa-Namugongo. At the beginning of every
week, I send my family food from the market. One of
the biggest challenges we are facing is absence of
bathrooms. We do not have a bathroom and
sometimes, we wait for darkness to fall for us to bathe
from the nearest bush. Our health is at risk. I request
the government to set up temporary bathrooms for us
because we are at risk for contracting infections.”
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From Analogue to Digitalization

During the COVID-19 crisis with the stay-at-home order, using technology as one way of communication
has become a requirement, not a luxury. Shinah Atuhaire, Communications Volunteer at Institute for
Social Transformation gets a golden opportunity to interview Sylivia Kyomuhendo Omolo about how she
has managed to copy up with the technology tends amidst lockdown.

1. Briefly introduce yourself
and what you do?
My name is Sylivia Kyomuhendo Omolo, Currently
The Programme Oﬃcer at the Institute for Social
Transformation (IST). I am also a TfT Alumnia with
the Institute.

2. Share with us your
experience working away from
office during the lockdown?
It begun like life would remain as usual for me but
later it became something diﬀerent yet I had no
alternative but rather to adjust and ﬁt in the now
“perceived new normal.” No sooner had I grounded
myself in IST as my new workplace than the deadly
pandemic named “Corona Virus” emerged. With the
president’s pronouncement of the national
lockdown characterized by heavy restrictive
measures of social distancing, temporary
restrictions on movements and public transport
which led to closure of business operations for both
individuals and entities, life for me became unusual
yet I had to deliver as the job required me.
There was no other option apart from navigating
into the commonly known technological
advancement trends on digital methods of
executing tasks which included attending and
organizing virtual activities mainly on zoom in which
we would be able to interact with large numbers of
speciﬁc categories. Equally to note, all our weekly
staﬀ meetings both for feedback and planning were
only possible on zoom.

I quickly had to down play my usual phobic
character and negative tendencies of attitudes and
perception towards use of social media and other
technological online communication platforms to
achieve results.

3. What challenges have you
encountered while working
from home?
Of course the start was not easy largely because of
the phobic tendencies and less familiarity with
technology use; I had to deﬁnitely match with the
new trends in order to accomplish my assigned
tasks. In many times I had to lean on my colleagues
who were more versed with technology for
assistance; this would delay in start and completion
of a number of assignments but had to cope with it.
There were also issues of network disruptions the fact that I
had to work from home, Children would equally want to know
what I was often communicating and these would disenable
me to comply with the ethics of virtual meetings. They would
make noise, want to appear in the camera and sometimes
would want to touch the gadgets. I had to play this by getting
an alternative home away from home that was quite silent
conducive and network friendly. Often in meetings I would
want to see everyone talking, unfortunately this was not
always made possible with common instructions directing us
to mute our videos to strengthen the band width, I could not
see everyone who would be talking and neither would I easily
network thereafter. Some times because of network buck out
all information in the chart would be lost and eventually could
not trace it, I had to start afresh and sometimes meetings
would be adjourned due to network failure.
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4. How did you resolve them?
Thank you, as mentioned earlier, I never lost hope and because
this was the only way I could succeed deﬁnitely I had to cope
with the new normal and had to ﬁnd best ways which included
getting assistance from colleagues who were well versed with
technology, they were always there to help me out. Sometimes I
would train myself in some areas to the level that I achieved it. I
had to also ﬁnd conducive places with good network and silent
far from my family.

5. What new working ways do you
have?
I am now getting to familiarize with technology, the fact that it’s
now the way to go, I am beginning to love it and all fears are
gradually lowering. I can be able to attend and organize virtual
activities and always looking forward to explore more platforms
given the opportunity and guidance from the experts within my
reach.

6. Any tips/ideas on how to work
remotely and still are
recognized in your
organization to people out
there?
Deﬁnitely with familiarity of technology and being able to equip
myself with right gadgets, Working from home would be the best
strategy to remain relevant in such unanticipated situations like
this (COVID 19 Times).
We need to digitalize our lives being careful that other
traditional ways can also be used especially for those
populations at the margins of society who can hardly aﬀord the
SMART phones and Computers.

Thank you for your Interview!

Collecting Stories and Experiences
of Market Women
Soon or later, we all realised that the lockdown was
not going away anytime soon. We had been in touch
with the market leaders and the market women about
the impact of the lockdown on the markets, on
businesses and the general picture. Then it hit us that
we needed to document the stories, the narrative as
told by the market women themselves.
But without public transport and private cars, how
would anyone access the market to collect these
stories? WE HAD TO WALK TO THE MARKET
EVERYDAY! From experience, one cannot engage a
market woman on the phone for a long time, they will
not tell you the story in its wholeness.

Some of the rotting items in the markets
during the lockdown

After a minute on the phone, the woman will say, “I
have a customer, let me get back to you.” So we
resolved to go to the market. To feel with them what
they were going through, to share their triumphs and
frustrations, to see how they were copying with the
new normal and of course, to assess what IST would
do to help.
The women shared painful stories of the losses they
were making and how their produce was rotting away
each and every passing day. They painfully saw their
money poured away in the garbage trash cans. I
encouraged them to have hope, and most of them
were enrolled on the Market Garden App to boost
their sales.
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Emergency Supplies
to Markets
After

I remember Daisy Nakato saying, “What would

Getting items together and delivering them to the
markets was an extreme sport. Since private means
were still banned, we had to board the delivery
trucks/fusos to deliver the items safely in the market.
These acts of kindness and hard work were both
rewarding and fulﬁlling. I remember the morning we
arrived in Kalerwe market, the excitement from the
Chairperson and the market women was too much and
we just began crying. They could not believe that we
had come through for them in the hardest time of their
life. Kalerwe had just been reopened and the market
vendors were trying to observe the social distancing
guidelines since they had closed the market for failure
to observe the same! We tried so hard to desist from
hugs but the joy I felt that day made my heart full! It
was all I needed to get through the lockdown!

The excitement led the women and the leaders to
contact the Bukedde Newspaper to come and cover

talking and engaging with the market
women, IST with support from partners resolved to
reach out to the market communities in Kampala,
Busia and Iganga with emergency supplies. The
supplies included; hand washing tanks, hand washing
soap, sanitary pads, sanitizers, blankets, sleeping tents,
mosquito repellants and drinking water.

we be without IST? IST is like that
guardian angel who sees you
struggling and just shows up to
put a smile on your face!”

“The world
has to know what you are doing
for us! There is no way we are
going to keep quiet about it.”
the story. The Chairman told us,

The ultimate joy of doing something especially IST
programme in the market is when you realise that the
journey and the eﬀort has paid oﬀ because the
beneﬁciaries will speak for you! The market women
have a voice, they know their power and they are using
it to speak to the world!

Working during the
On March 28, the President announced a total
lockdown; public transport was barred and private cars
were not allowed to move! However, market women
were listed as essential workers and they were required
to sleep in the market – their contribution to the
economy and country at large.

The Market Garden App

On a personal scale, am passion
communication and public speaking wit
and sustainable impact. I always wanted
travel overseas to give back to the commu
by giving a helping hand in making an im
visible whether being paid or not, which

However, in the end after two weeks of se

for an interview, I admit I was a bit anx

fully know what to expect and how to a
questions but God created a way for m
called back after a week to start my volu

I will never forget that overwhelming fe
and hospitality that IST ladies showed m

I searched f
a place whe
Patience, the Communications Oﬃcer at IST teaches Susan
Tafumba from Nakawa how to use the Market Garden App

Fortunately, the Market Garden App had also
launched operations and Market women were able
to sell their groceries online by processing orders
through the App and getting them delivered to the
customers’ doorsteps. For the operations to run
smoothly, someone had to coordinate and make
sure that all orders are delivered within the
stipulated time. All orders were delivered by boda
bodas since they were allowed to carry cargo until
just 2PM.
While working on the App, the weekend was and is
always one of the busiest days. With curfew being
at 2PM,

but it was n

one had to do work extra hard to make sure that the
orders leave the market at 2PM. One fateful Saturday,
the market woman had received two orders at around
1PM. I engaged them to see if the orders can be
postponed and delivered the next day but they
declined and insisted that all orders are delivered the
IST is an
that is
completely
c
same day they are placed!
Myorganization
blood pressure
rose
to
life each
and every
day,
it’s aonly
team that
an all-time high because
the 2PM
clocked
when
one order of the last two had been delivered. The
to me.
Every
time, itI on
have a lot
delivery man called toinspiring
inform that
he did
not make
onhe
myhad
desk
and trying
to in
meet
time but assured medo
that
parked
his bike
a deadl
on
thinking
about
what
they
always
tell
safe place and he would do everything within his power
to deliver the order. mentorships. “YOU CAN DO IT”. And th
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nate
word keeps me my head up.
th
d
unit
works together and knows how to make the time
mpact
and interesting. Taking part in the market women
empowerment through different interventions like

ending
literacy, is creating a great impact on the lives of
market women and I feel so proud of that.
xious
So far, am witnessing an amazing change in the lives
answer
of many market women entrepreneurs turning into
metheir own advocates. Being able to use my skills and
unteer
exposure to make any market woman feel enlightened

my life.
eeling
me
people I meet change me and teach me something
new as well.
My volunteer journey is both challenging and
rewarding opportunity for me from a professional and
independent point of view that will always remain in
my memory forever, I cannot show enough gratitude
towards the support, exposure and skills that IST team
is enriching me with for it goes beyond the call of
duty to welcome, support and makes me feel secure..

fo
e

Through IST trainings, I am exposed to deploy
various modes of communication, have learnt how to
network with people of different characters, gain selfesteem, communicating to people from different parts
of Uganda and working as team. As a communication
volunteer, I was tasked to create an Instagram account
(@ist-Uganda) for the organization and manage it
where am assigned to share and post something new
and this has given me a duty of responsibility.

not

OUR PARTNERS

or task assigned to me from different sections, let it

of the experience, knowledge and career skills I have
changing
gained. As a volunteer, am tasked to handle instagram
account, write minutes, write reports, arranging

t social media, banners and present at events, trainings
lines,
in collaboration with the team members.
l Traveling to different parts of the country was always
his
my dream until I joined IST where I have had
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